SpeechLive

Philips SpeechLive is a subscription-based, cloud dictation and transcription solution, allowing users to
create written documents from their recordings both from their desk or on-the-go. Simply record using
your smartphone or dictation device, send the recording to the transcription option of your choice, and
receive your transcribed document. Speak, send, done.

SpeechLive works with
smartphones and all Philips voice recorders
You can use SpeechLive with your Philips voice recorder, your smartphone or even both at the same time. The
Philips Voice Recorder App allows you to record, edit, and send recordings straight from your smartphone. Or use
any Philips voice recorder to dictate on-the-go. With SpeechLive, you can work from anywhere, with any device.

Flexible working, transcribe from anywhere
Philips SpeechLive offers a flexible working environment. If your assistant cannot come into the office one day,
they can easily transcribe documents from home by using their private computer. There is no need to download
any additional software, all they have to do is log into their SpeechLive account. SpeechLive allows your
assistants to access the file list and playback the recordings with a Philips foot pedal via the web player in their
browser, regardless of where they are.

Maximum protection of your files
SpeechLive guarantees the highest protection of your files and keeps your confidential data safe from unauthorized access. The most advanced encryption standard available protects your data during recording,
uploading and downloading to the cloud. SpeechLive offers double encryption in real-time by using HTTPS
protocol.

Working anywhere and anytime
Access and manage your dictations through your browser from anywhere. Transcription from home is also no
longer a problem, as you can safely use your private computer to playback and transcribe recordings

Excellent workflow management
Adapt the solution to your company’s way of working. Administrators can easily define authors and typists, as
well as assigning the workflow from anywhere in the world, to balance workload.

